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AnDREAS BIHRER, Begegnungen zwischen dem ostfränkisch–deutschen
Reich und England (850–1100): Kontakte—Konstellationen—Funktionali -
sierungen—Wirkungen, Mittelalter-Forschungen, 39 (Ostfildern: Thor -
becke, 2012), 668 pp. ISBn 978 3 7995 4290 6. €82.00

A book on earlier medieval encounters between the East Frankish/
German Reich and England fills a gap. Welcome for that in itself, it
does much more than link and synthesize. It offers new ways of map-
ping the research landscape that are almost consistently thought-pro-
voking. Andreas Bihrer’s account of Anglo-German contacts (the
labels will do as a convenient shorthand) is structured on three lev-
els—regions, realms, and christianitas (see below)—and, after a
methodological Introduction (pp. 11–48), presents three Sections with
three distinct approaches. He maps, through multiple transparencies,
as it were, layered individual and group contacts, exchanges between
rulers, and relationships within an overarching religious community.
Bihrer’s publishers, accepting the book’s scale, ought to have spotted
that it did need actual maps, and, given its conceptual content, an
index of themes as well as people and places.

Bihrer’s own bi-lingual and bi-local work-experience in Germany
and England equips him to cope with two vast historiographies: his
bibliography, to 2011, contains 2,456 separate items including recent
explorations of mutual influences.1 He chides both anglophone and
germanophone historians for one-sided writing. He commends com-
parison and social theory: concepts of acculturation and cultural
transfer; ‘thick description’; the ‘logic of reception’ of exchanged
objects; remembering and forgetting. The preponderance of ger-
manophone references in Bihrer’s footnotes to the pages on theory
implicitly snubs untheorized anglophone writing, though one or two
theorized items have slipped under his radar.2
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Bihrer proposes a custom-built theory: ‘middle-distance’ transfers
are those between lands which, like England and Germany, are nei-
ther very close, as with neighbouring regions or societies, nor distant,
as in colonial or imperial relationships, but something in between,
relatively similar and with shared discourses of meaning. While con-
tacts between ‘near’ and/or ‘far’ tend to entail hostilities or the impo-
sition of subaltern status, ‘middle-distance’ contacts produce situa-
tions where ‘images of the Other are not strongly fixed’ but ‘more
dynamic and more manoeuvrable’ (p. 43). That ‘Regions’ is the
longest section (pp. 49–226) suggests that the theory works best at
this level. Regions, as distinct from realms or christianitas, contain
relatively well-documented persons and groups ‘actively acting’ and
encountering each other, although, in this period, only patchily, or
ephemerally.

Traders are ‘active actors’. Bihrer thinks too much stress has been
laid on royal authority as the motor of trade (pp. 53–84). Increased
volumes of mint-outputs in tenth- and eleventh-century England and
Germany indicate more dispersed transactions across north-west
Europe and recycling of German silver (pp. 55–60).3 His evidence is
both normative, like Æthelred II’s London Ordinance where the
[German] ‘emperor’s men’ pay smaller tolls than traders from vari-
ous regions or specific towns, and narrative, like Alpert of Metz’s
vignette of the boozy and fractious mercatores of Tiel who grumbled
to Emperor Henry II about their inability to pay their dues because
profits from trade with England were too small (pp. 74–84)! Æthelred
advertised his protection of a privileged group. Alpert ground a
class-axe about uppity traders. 

Pilgrimage offers little grist to Bihrer’s mill (he returns to signifi-
cant absences of evidence, pp. 436–55). Exile offers more, especially
later in the period (pp. 96–128). Dunstan’s individual experience
emerges, as do the extent and enduring quality of personal bonds
formed with Lotharingians by this ‘aktive Exilant’ (pp. 102–14, at
110). Queen Emma’s place of refuge made Bruges a favourite desti-
nation of exiles for the next fifty years (p. 116). In Emma’s Encomium
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she is depicted making her own choice of Bruges as a second home
for herself and a large company. Bihrer accepts that the work was
intended for a ‘multilingual public’, adding the suggestion that this
public was her entourage, wherever located: a group bound less by
language than by loyalty to Emma (pp. 116–20).4

On migrants to England, Bihrer notes that some 20 to 30 per cent
of tenth-century mint-masters in England had Continental–German
names, though the percentages later dwindled to nearly none. Alfred
had employed Frisians in the 890s, yet in the tenth century German
recruits were absent from English royal retinues, German monastic
or clerical migrants to England were few, and English migration to
Germany diminished. Bihrer concludes that Carolingian traditions of
multi-gentile courts were discontinued, without quite explaining the
shrinkage in Anglo-German contacts later in his period. Alfred’s
court is then briefly revisited (pp. 167–75) but Asser’s authorial pur-
pose, and the status of the West Saxon queen, are saved for a much
later chapter (pp. 353–63). Returning to the eleventh century, Bihrer
sees Edward the Confessor not as recruiting ‘new’ Germans, but
rewarding Lotharingian clerks who had served loyally during his
Continental exile (p. 183).5 In Bihrer’s book, ‘German’ often means
‘Lotharingian’ or ‘Flemish’. He gives a useful stir to the long-sim-
mering question of whether ‘national’ or ‘factional’ rivalries were
played out at the Confessor’s ‘cosmopolitan’ court (pp. 184–95),
though neither here nor in the discussion of landholders (pp. 200–3)
does he seem to have used the online Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon
England.6

Section B ends with a thoughtful discussion of ‘the semantics of
personal relationships’. Bihrer examines how language was used to
‘de-couple social from geographical space’. Scrappy evidence pre-
cludes precise quantification of middle-distance traffic. Bihrer guess-
es that more short-term travellers and fewer long-term émigrés could
imply less contact overall. Quality of contact is also problematic.
Emma and Giso spoke, exceptionally, in their own voices. Traders
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4 Bihrer draws on Elizabeth Tyler, ‘Talking about History’, Early Medieval
Europe, 13 (2005), 359–83.
5 Bihrer cites Mary F. Smith, ‘The Preferment of Royal Clerks’, Haskins Society
Journal, 9 (1999), 159–73.
6 Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England <www.pase.ac.uk>, accessed 7 July
2014, cited at p. 520 among electronic databases.



were not wholly voiceless, though. How they might have expressed
themselves is well conveyed in Mary Garrison’s ‘ Send more socks ’
(uncited by Bihrer): on such prosaic media as birch-bark letters, the
distance-located and the personal were coupled.7

Section C, ‘Regna’, starts with German research on ‘nationen -
forschung’ and ‘Ethnogenesis’. Bihrer notes similar trends in anglo-
phone work, but also an anglo-emphasis on distinguishing ‘Us’ from
‘Others’. He surprisingly omits key works on regna, notably that of
Susan Reynolds who has long kept kingdoms and communities in
the same frame.8 The earliest Anglo-German meeting between rulers
was that of Cnut (as king of Denmark) and Conrad II in 1027 in
Rome, for Conrad’s imperial coronation. Weakly institutionalized
‘diplomatic contacts’ (pp. 236–57) depended on happenstance.
Bishop Coenwald’s gift-laden visit to Germany in 929 probably had
no tenth-century successor. not until the 1050s did another envoy
appear: Bishop Ealdred, twice chosen as the Confessor’s envoy, to
Rome, then Cologne, succeeded in paving the way for Edward the
Exile’s return to England from Hungary (p. 251). 

Gifts, prayer-brotherhood relationships, and marriage all made
links between rulers. Gift-exchange of relics or holy books less often
stabilized ties than froze memories of particular communicative
moments (pp. 266–80). Bonds of brotherhood, made by entering
royal names in books of liturgical commemoration, were episodical-
ly promoted by Otto, Athelstan, and Cnut (pp. 280–90). Bihrer finds
more grist in marriage-bonds between German and English royalty
(pp. 290–314). He challenges conclusions drawn by historians of gen-
der about the intentions of the marriage-planners. From the careers
in Germany of Edith and Gunhild, both daughters of English kings,
he infers that their natal origins neither helped nor hindered their
capacities as agents or their reputations; that there is no evidence for
these women’s network-building; that an apparently strong form of
relationship never brought a stabilization of relations between the
regna of England and Germany; and that this underscores the insta-
bility of such connections. ‘Research has clearly overrated the impor-
tance of marriages for the quality and duration of the relations them-
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selves’ (p. 331). Yet absence of evidence is not evidence of absence,
and recourse to analogy with better-documented places and times is
not always a bad idea. Paucity of German charters with data on
queens need not prove foreign queens’ lack of agency. Documentary
material on some Anglo-Saxon queens happens to be available.9
Outcomes of marriage were equally contingent. That Edith and
Gunhild were rather short-lived helps explain their apparent politi-
cal inaction. Bihrer repeats here his scepticism about defensive
alliance as an aim and effect of cross-Channel royal marriages (pp.
331–41). 

Did inter-regnal connections promote transfers of techniques of
rulership or forms of ruler-representation? Bihrer finds no sign of
German models influencing Anglo-Saxon ‘imperial’ ideas, nor of
influences in the inverse direction. He accepts German influence on
the Confessor’s seals and coins, but not on alleged west-works and
crown-wearings. He accepts the German origin of material incorpo-
rated in the Third English Ordo, probably in the 1060s, but remains
doubtful about Ealdred as importer. He concludes that the Ottonians
and Salians were as uninterested in Anglo-Saxon ruler-symbolism as
Anglo-Saxon rulers were in German equivalents. Rulers unmotivat-
ed by ‘foreign policy’ concerns used relations with other kings to
strengthen their own positions vis-à-vis the elites of their own
realms: nation-formation of a pre-modern kind (pp. 352–3).

In his final section, D, Bihrer seems to find theory less helpful than
earlier in the book. After flirting with ‘Ausgleichsbewegung’ and
‘Glokalisierung’, he settles for a traditional definition: ‘In England
and Germany believers counted themselves [as living] in christianitas,
understood as a hierarchical and structured community’ (p. 389).10

Bihrer does not say why he uses the Latin term, with a lower-case ‘c’
and in plain type, rather than a vernacular translation. Mindful of
King Alfred’s Old English coining of the word cristendom to render
Orosius’s christianitas, and accepting my computer’s automatic capi-
tal ‘C’, I will call christianitas ‘Christendom’. How far did religion in
England in this period follow Carolingian models and how influ-
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10 Bihrer cites John van Engen, ‘Faith as a Concept of Order in Medieval
Christendom’, in Thomas Kselman (ed.), Belief in History: Innovative
Approaches to European and American Religion (notre Dame, Ind., 1991), 19–67.



enced was it by German ones? And why did tenth- and eleventh-cen-
tury reformers in Germany, whose Christian religion had been
imported from England, show little interest in either Anglo-Saxon
missionaries or contemporary English practices? Germanic vernacu-
lars employed for some religious purposes in Germany and England
were not necessarily mutually intelligible. Tenth-century minster-
reformers wanted Carolingian works, nearly all from France (pp.
414–16, 420–3), but some German liturgical texts now began to reach
England via Lotharingia, and in the eleventh century, the Pontificale
Romano-Germanicum did too (p. 430). English saints named in
German calendars betokened interest in Bede’s Ecclesiastical History
rather than ‘living’ cults or current contacts with England (pp. 440,
444). Ottonian iconography had no influence on English art before
the Conquest (p. 461). That church architecture flourished in England
and Germany ‘did not imply the expression of a common visual lan-
guage of christianitas’ (p. 467). But surely there was a ‘common visu-
al language’ of Christendom?

Constructions of history, geography, and ethnography in England
and Germany were neither mutually dependent nor contemporary
with each other. Bede’s work was ‘the lens through which England
was viewed’ by eleventh-century German churchmen (p. 474).
Geographical additions in the Old English translation of Orosius
brought knowledge of a world beyond Christendom only to England.
Ethnography as constructed in Germany by such historians as Rudolf,
Widukind, and the woman who wrote the Quedlinburg Annals,
stayed in Germany. Like the fictive shared origin of Old Saxons and
Anglo-Saxons (p. 490, n. 2271), or diverse German re-makes of Lives
of English missionaries to Germany, or Thietmar’s kaleidoscopic
accounts of Anglo-Viking England, Bihrer’s christianitas itself dis-
solves into ‘meetings and transfers, things comparable and things
compartmented, in very variegated forms’ (p. 507). 

On the debit-side of the balance-sheet, the theory of middle-dis-
tance contacts seems not quite to fit the Anglo-German bill. Bihrer
never gets close to the positive specifics of communications across
the sea and their follow-throughs inland, as between Kent and the
Pas-de-Calais and Flanders, for instance, or London and the
Rhineland. The book’s three-part structure, rather than sustaining a
coherent argument, can result in repetition; and when regions and
realms emerge as more positively interesting than christianitas, there
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is a feel of imbalance. Finally, ‘research’ is too often reified and hom -
ogenized, when the truth is, happily, that plural researchers will
argue till the cows come home. 

Bihrer concludes on a self-revelatory note (pp. 510–16). He want-
ed to test the impression given by ‘research’ that the period covered
saw unusually close contacts between England and Germany. What
he found were ‘too many assumptions, too much guesswork’.
Contacts were fewer and less durable, relationships far less ‘thick’,
than ‘research’ claimed. Does his conclusion that encounters have
been overrated make them less ‘relevant’ for historians? Clearly not!
His book’s credit-side overwhelms the debits. It is engrossing, and
demanding. It maps ways readers will want to follow. It throws
down challenges which a lot of researchers will want to take up.

JInTY nELSOn is Professor Emeritus in the Department of History,
King’s College London. Among her many publications are Charles the
Bald (1992), and four volumes of her selected papers, Politics and
Ritual in Early Medieval Europe (1986); The Frankish World, 750–900
(1996); Rulers and Rulership in Early Medieval Europe (1999); and
Courts, Elites and Gendered Power in the Early Middle Ages (2007).
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